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SUMMARY 

An airborne magnetic and radiometric survey was made 
over the Tanami and The Granites 1:250,000 map areas during the 
period June to August 1962. 

A number of magnetically anomalous areas have been 
delineated, some of which occur in areas of little or no outcrop. 
The magnetic map should provide a useful guide to further mapping 
and prospecting in this region. 

Radioactivity in the area is generally low and uniform. 
Twenty-six areas of higher average intensity and fifty-four 
radioactive anomalies are indicated by the results. 
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1. INTRODUCTION

The Tanami and The Granites goldfields are about 350 •
miles north-west of Alice Springs.^Gold was first discovered
in the area in 1900 and the fields have been worked intermittently
since that time. Up to the end of 1960 the total recorded
production from The Granites field was about 13,500 oz of gold
(Crohn, 1961). No reliable figares exist for the Tanami field but
Hossfeld (1940) gives an estimate of 2500 oz for the total production
up to 1927.

Until 1959 no systematic work had been done to evaluate
the mineral potential of the whole of the Tanami and The Granites
region. Previous investigations, notably by Hossfeld (1940) and
Hall (1953), were mainly confined to the mines and adjacent areas.
In 1939, the Aerial, Geological, and Geophysical Survey of North
Australia (AGGSNA) made geophysical surveys, using magnetic and
electrical methods, at The Granites goldfield. The results of this
work were summarised by Daly (1962).

Mt Isa Mines Ltd, carried out a diamond-drilling campaign
in 1941 and 1947-48 at The Granites goldfield.^In 1959, Enterprise
Exploration Co. Pty Ltd, which holds an Authority to Prospect cover-
ing a large part of Tanami and The Granites 1:250,000 map areas,
made a geological reconnaissance and did further detailld geological
and ground magnetic work during 1961 and 1962. A geological
examination of portion of The Granites goldfield has been made by
Crohn (1961).

During the period June to August 1962, an airborne magnet:::
and radiometric survey of the Tanami and The Granites 1:250,000 map
areas was made by the Bureau of Mineral Resources, Geology and
Geophysics. The survey is described in this Record.

The Bureau's DC.3 aircraft, VH-MIN, was reed and the
staff engaged were A.G. Spence (party leader), F.E.M. Lilley,
D. Upton, J. Janulaitis, C.J. Braybrook, D. Park, K. Mort, J. Smith
and H. Irwin. Trans-Australia Airlines personnel were Capt. H.P.
Korsman, First Officer D.S. Baker and the engineer, R. McNamee.

The survey was based on the airstrip at Gordon Downs
station in Western Australia. The permission to use the airstrip
and the assistance received from the manager Mr S. Jones, his wife,
and station staff are gratefully acknowledged .

2. NE1HOD 

The area surveyed lies between latitudes 190S and 21 0 S,
and longitudes 129 °E and 130030 1 E.

The variation in total magnetic intensity over the area
was continuously measured along east-west lines one mile apart.
North-south tie-lines spaced at intervals of 15 miles were flown to
provide the information required to remove systematic error from the
profiles and to relate them to a common datum.

At the same time gamma radiation from the ground was
continuously measured by scintillographs to indicate radioactive
anomalies (i.e. localised areas of above-average radioactivity) and
changes in the background level of radioactivity.
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The aircraft was flown at an altitude of 500 (1- . 50) ft
above ground level. Mosaics of aerial photographs on which the
proposed flight lines were marked were used for navigation and the
actual flight path over the ground was recorded by a vertical
camera.

A ground-station magnetometer was used to indicate the
occurrence of magnetic storms while surveying was in progress,

3. EQUIPMENT

The aircraft carried a saturable-core fluxgate magnetometer,
the detector head of which was mounted in a boom projecting from the
tail of the aircraft in order to reduce interference from the
aircraft's magnetic! field.^The output of the magnetometer was
recorded in two forms - in analogue form on a Speedomax chart
recorder and in digital form on 5-hole punched paper tape.

The aircraft was equipped with two sets of r -Idiometric
equipment. One set comprised two modified MEL scintillation
detectors mounted inside the aircraft and feeding into a BMR-type
ratemeter.^The other set consisted of a plastic phosphor scintill-
ation detector, housed in a 'bird' trailed 300 ft below the aircraft,
and 7eeding into a second BMR-type ratemeter. The outputs of the
ratemeters were recorded on Kelvin & Hughes chart recorders.

An STR3OB frequency-modulated radio-altimeter was used
to measure altitude, and the altitude profile was continuously .
recorded on a Kelvin & Hughes chart recorder.

The path of the aircraft over the ground was photographee,
by an Aeropath 35-mm strip camera.

An air-position indicator produced a continuous plot of
the aircraft's air position and this record was used in conjunction
with the strip film to plot the aircraft's traek.

4. CEOLOGY

The following summary of the geology ef the Tanami-The.
Granites district is largely drawn from the report of the 1959
reconnaissance by Enterprise Exploration (Phillips, 1959).

Outcrops in the district consist mainly of Lower
Proterozoic metamorphosed sediments, with intrusive granite,
adamellite, and -Porphyry, and assumed Upper Proterozoic/Lower
Cambrian conglomerate and sandstone.

The Lower Proterozoic metasediments are mainly haematite
shale, siliceous and micaceous shale, silty shale, greywacke, and
tuffaceous sandstone and siltstone, with white quartz blows
generally filling fractures and secondary cleavage planes. Quarte4-
haematite, quartz-limonite,and quartz-jasper-haematite ironstone
bodies are developed within the Lower Proterozoic evidently in
particular stratigraphic horizons within. the haematite shales.
Coarse cubical pyrites occure in shale and siltatone in certain
stratigraphic horizons.
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Ironstones occur in many places throughout the area but
the greatest concentrations are in the Tanami and South Tanami
areas, the Black Hills, the Smoke Hills, the Schist Hills (also
referred to as the Ditjiedoonkuna Hills), near Dead Bullock Soak,
and at Mount Ptilotus.

A diamond-drill hole put down by Enterprise Exploration
Co. Pty Ltd in 1961, was drilled under a 400 ft wide cross-section
of haematite shales containing two prominently outcropping parallel
ironstone bodies, which were selected as typical of the ironstones
of the Tanami field.^In depth the cross-section consisted of blank
pyritic shales (Knight, pers. comm.).

The Lower Proterozoic metasediments near Tanami and
Gardiner Range are reported Ly Phillips (1959) to bear a striking
resemblance to the Halls Creek Metamorphics at Halls Creek and the
Warramunga Group at Tennant Creek. At The Granites, owing to
intrusive adamellite, granite, and porphyry, the sediments have
been more highly metamorphosed with formation of mica and hornblende
schists and quartzites.

The Lower Proterozoic metasediments are high2y folded and
sheared. The structural pattern is apparently not as complex as
that of the Warramunga Group.

Upper Proterozoic conglomerate and sandstone of the
Nul: -gine type unconformably overlie the Lower Proterozoic meta-
sediments. These sediments are generally thin but may attain a
thickness of about 4000 ft in the Stake Range and about 2000 ft in
the Mount Frederick Range.

BaSic igneous intrusives occur in the Black Hills, Schist
Hills, and near Dead Bullock Soak. Basic volcanic flows or sills
occur at Mount Ptilotus and near Bluebush Hills:. An extensive
area of granite intrudes the Lower Proterozoic and possibly the
Upper Proterozoic rocks in the Mount Winnecke area. The southern
limit of this granite lies just north of the north-east corner of
the Tanami sheet.

Granite-gneiss and garnet-mica schist of probable
Archaean age occur in the north-western corner of the Tanami sheet.

An area in the south-western corner of The Granites
sheet is occupied by Lower Palaeozoic sediments. These sediments
are referred to as the Lucas Beds where they occur on the Western
Australian side of the border (Vbevers and Wells, 1961).

Gold is known to occur at a number of places in the Tanami-
The Granites district, but has been mined only at Tanami and The
Granites.^At Tanami two types of lode are found (Hossfeld, 1940).
One type consists of.small lenticular quartz bodies with enrichment
of favourable beds in their vicinity and the other, consists of
quartz-jasper haematite reefs. At The Granites the known mineralis-
ation occurs intermittently over a length of about five miles. The
structure and stratigraphy of the field are not well known. The
rocks dip steeply and there is evidence of complex folding, partic-
ularly at the eastern end of the field. Two types of gold deposit
are described by Crohn (1961):

LD
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(a) Lodes consisting of narrow quartz stringers which 
do not ~e~siat in dep~h~ 

The mineralised zone, which has been traced 
inte~ttently for a dist.ance of over a mile in 
the central part of the f:teld and appears to 
be conformabla to the surrounding sediments. 
Tha lode appears to consist largely of quartz 
and calcit~ veinlets and disseminated sulphides. 
The mineralisation carries low to moderate gold 
values and persists to depths of at least 400 ft. 

Two types of igneous rock occur in The Granites field: 

Magnetic 

(a)- small pegmatite veins and granitic rock, 
described as adamellite, comprising the main 
outcrop in the south-eastern part of the field; 

(b) small isolated outcrops north of the main body. 

5. RESULTS 

and 

Tha magnetic .t:'E::su.l ts for e~c!l area e.re presen~8d a.s 
total-intentlity profiles. In Plates 1 ane. 2 the east-west scale is 
four miles to one inch but the north-south scale has been expanded to 
one mile to one inch to enable all the profiles to be presented. 
Plates 3 and 4 are at a scale of four miles to one inch and show 
every fourth profile in relation to the outcrop geology, which has 
been reproduced from mapping done in 1959 and 1961 by K.M. Phillips 
of Enterprise Exploration Co. Pty Ltd. 

The profiles show a considerable variation in magnetic 
relief over the suxvey area. Anomalies of various types and 
intensi ties occur and there appears to be a m.de range of depths to 
anomaly sources. In many places magnetic rocks are within 1000 ft 
of the surface. On the o-Gher hand, in some areas of very flat 
magnetic profiles, depths are estimated to exceed 8000 ft. 

Comp~~s0n of the magnetic profiles with the available 
geological information does not gl.ye any systematic correlation 
between Ll9.gnetic features and ~;eology. Some 0f the zones of 
magnetic enomalies lie in ~egions of little or liO outcrop. Rocks 
that crop O".lt within thl;:j ar..omcllous zones are mainly the Lower 
Proterozoic metasediments. However, the profiles are relatively 
smooth ove~ much of the Lower Proterozoic outcrup including some 
area.s in which ironstone bodies occur. This points to a possible 
siILila.rHy to conditions at Tennant Creek where variations in 
magnetic response of ironstone bodies are due to variations in their 
degree of oxidation. Above the water table the iron has been largely 
oxidiced to haematite but remains in the form of magnetite below it. 

In some places at least the magnetic anomalies are 
probably due to tasic intrusives. In general, however, the geology 
of th3 arp.a is not known well er.ough to enable the magnetic materiel 
to be identified with certainty or to determine if there is any 
relation between the magnetic features and. mine:r'ali sation. 
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Tanami. The following is a summary of the principal 
magnetic features shown by the profiles (Plates 1 and 3). 

Near the centre and extending to the western boundary 
of the Tanami sheet there is a l~ge area of smooth and mainly 
featureless profiles, This area is overlain by Upper Proterozoic 
conglomerate and sandstone and the depth to magnetic rocks is 
estimated to be not less than 8000 ft. 

Near the Killi Killi Hills between Lines 56 and 65 an 
anomalous zone trends slightly west of north for about nine miles 
in an area where several Lower Proterozoic outcrops have been 
mapped. On the eastern side of the zone, the anomalies are 
estimated to arise from depths of 800 to 1000 ft. Other Lower 
Proterozoic outcrops occur south and south-east of the zone and are 
known to inc~ude ironstone bodies, but do not produce any magnetic 
effects. 

The area south of Line 58, between longitudes 129°20'E 
and 1300 15'E, is strongly disturbed. Several narrow linear anomalie8 
striking roughly north are evident in the area. One of these 
continues from near the Black Hills northwards with dec'':'easing 
amplitude, as far as Line 47. In the Black Hills area tpere is a 
complex pattern of anomalies that are due, in part at least, to the 
basic igneous metamorphosed calcarenite complex containing basalt, 
amphibolite, and micro-gabbro, which crop out in this vicinity. 
Phi: ';.ips (1959) has reported that quartz-haemati te and quartz
limonite ironstone reefs are especially prominent in the Black Hills 
area and it is possible that magnetic effects also arise from 
magnetite present at depth in the ironstone bodies. Another linear 
anomaly'at about longitude 129°20'E marks the western boundary of the 
disturbed area. It is due to magnetic material at depth estimated 
to be less than 1000 ft. The anomaly lies in an area of no outcrop. 
Its extension northwards with reduced amplitude can be traced as far 
as Line 46. 

The Tanami goldfield coincides with a fairly broad anomaly 
striking roughly north-west, ~~. parallel to the strike of the out
cropping Lower Proterozoic rocks. The anomal;y is estimated to be 
due to a body at a depth of about 1000 ft and 'dipping to the west. 
North-westwards from Tanami, the anomaly continues into the Black 
Hills area. To the sorth it can be traced to the vicinity of 
Black Peak in The Granites sheet. On the basis of the geological 
reconnaissance Phillips (1959) suggested that both the Black Hills 
and Black Peak areas are extensions of the Tanami field. The 
suggestion is supported by the magnetic data which show that the 
same magnetic formation continues through the three areas. 

On the eastern side of the Black Hills, a granitic body 
inferred from evidence of soil and photo-interpretation coincides 
with smooth magnetic profiles. Farther east, two anomalous zones 
can be recognised. These trend northwards and show steep magnetic 
gradients in many places. No outcrops are shown in this vicinity 
on the geological map but the sources of the anomalies are generally 
shallow. Depth estimates based on some of the steeper gradients 
are of the order of 500 ft. The anomalous zone at about longitude 
1300 05'E continues southwards into The Granites sheet. 
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In the eastern third of 'i;he Tanami sheet ~ north of Line 
55, "Ghe profiles show a banCi. of generally weak anomalies of Var;} ir.,s 
character, striking north for over 50 10iles. It appears to have no 
relation to the few outcrops that lie along it. A group of stror..g'u· 
anomalies occurs ne'ar the north-eastern corner of the sheet and is 
probably related to the Lower Proterozcic reetasediments which are 
known to crop out adjacent to the Mount rIinnecke granite, which lies 
just beyond the northern boundary of the sheet. 

It is difficult to detect structural fee.:tures from the 
profiles, A l;':';'\.)d.d anomaly of small e,T11pli tude commencing just east 
of the centre of the northern boundarJ of the Tanami sheet and 
trending south-east appears to correspond to a concealed fa~lt in 
this vicinity. 

T~e Granites. A, definite change occurs in the magnetic 
pattern towards the south-western corner of The Granites sheet, 
where there is an area of very smooth profiles contrasting with the 
generally disturbed profiles to the north and east. The change i8 
interpreted as the boundary of the Lower Palaeozoic sediments, 
which have been mapped on the Western Australian side of the border 
and, according to the Tecton:i.c Mo.p of Australia, €:i..-tend onto The 
Gra.l".i tes sheet, as shovm in Plaie 4. 

An anome.lous zone extends 80uthwards from the boundary 
with the Tanami sheet near lonb~tude 1300 15'E to Line 83 and then 
con', '.nueG to the south-west and terminates in the Smoke Hills. 
Outcrops of 10wer Proterozoic metasediments with ironstone bodies 
occur in the area. Westwards, however, the same rocks are not 
associated with anomalous profiles. 

A narrow zone of frirly intense anomalies extends in a 
l?en€J'a~ eO':l,7.hc:n:l;y c.irec'~~or, ~ust east. of Blach. PeE'J~, T"hil3 :'.3 a 
continuation of thE: ancmalC):.1.s areb. a.L'ound Tane.mi ar~d thl:i :Slack HFLlu" 

P~Lother anomalous area extends west from Bluebush Hills 
between Lines 78 and 98 in a region of little outcrop. Several 
linear anomalietl striking roughly nor:~h can be traced throtA.gh the 
area. Some of the magne'i;ic gradients a:ce vert steep and indicate 
an averCl.ga depth of burial of anomaly source of less than 1000 ft. 
Basj.c volcanic rocks a:['e ki10vm to occur in the area and may be 
responsible for some of the magnetic effects. 

NG:J.:.c the cE:ntr..: of Tr..o::l Gre,ni tes Eheet there il3 8. gro"J.p of 
anomalies irending generally no:cth, some of which are fairly inteno€ 
and have st0ep gradients ir.dicating 80·J.rce8 at shallow c'!.epth. The 
Mome-lies near the Dead Bu:!.lock Soak are p~obably due to basic .' 
igne0uI::I intrusives and ironst.ones in the Lower Proteroznic meta
sediment s. 

An an·)IDa.lous zone covers the Schist 
intensities up t~ 2000 gammas we:r.e recorded, 
sil18 and a basic igneous intrusive fiS well as 
materials occur in this area and could account 

Hills where anomaly 
Volcanic flows or 
various ferruginous 
for the anomalies. 
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(~r1 w1ol1'a.ly or' aoout 700 gWDmas wa~ recorded on Line 110 
OY8r 'rhe Granites goldfi.eldo 1.'he sourve of tha a..11.oma"ly is estir.:ated 
to be about 500 feet below the surface. Another anomaly of similar 
intensity is centred about three miles to the north-west. More-
detailed i:lfor!Jla'~ion on the magnetic anomalies in The Gr8.-"1i tes fielC'. 
is available from a ground survey made in 1939 (Daly, 1962). This 
survey revealed a zone of strong and regula.r pnomalies continuing 
over the whole field, indicating a strongly magnetic f0rillation, 
whj.ch is closely related to the known mineraHsation, but whose 
exa.ct nature could only be determined by test drilling. 

The anomalies of The Granites fi.eld appear to continue 
southwards through Hordern Hills and Bouth-westvlards to Grimwade 
Ridge. 17est of Grimwade Ridge, there is a zone of generally 
'··"Aker anomalies val.'iable in character and trending mainly r..orth • 
. ' .. L:ee other q,reas of anomalj.es of variable character and with 
moderate or low intensities occur in south-eastern corner and near 
the central southern boundary of the sheet. 

Radiometric 

Ra.diometric results for the Tanami and The Granites areas 
area pres~nted in Flates 5 and 6. Every second profile recorded 
by the inboard scintillometer is ~hovm on a base map at a scale of 
1 :250,01)0 w:1ich also shows the regionAl geology of the area. Y[here 
the ~rofiles indicate a change in the average level of radioactivity 
and wher8 i J

,; is possible to correlate these changes on adjacent 
profiles, lines are shu'wn joining up these points of change. The 
(lj.:Lection and order of intensity of the change are indicated. 

p.adiometric anomalies have been selected. from the record. 
of the outboard scintillometer and are included in Plates 5 and 6. 
The criterion for selection was d.esigned to accept anomalies equivaJe>.t 
to those a't'ising from circuJ.ar superficial suurces lying within the 
following limits of radius end offset - a source 300 ft in radius 
with its centre on the line of flight and a point source offset 300 
ft from the line of flight. 

The radiometric data have been positioned with a probalii6 
error of ·fi mile. 

Il'anami. The rad:i.oacti vHy is generally low and fairly 
uniform throughout tbe ' .... h0le of 'l;he a.rea. Consequently contrasts 
in ~l1te!)sEy wDere chanees of leye:!.. cccu:~ are not well-defined. 

Ssventeen zor1es of higher intensity are broQ.(Uy defined 
by thE: l.iU8S showing changes of intensity but reveal no systematic 
corr:elatiof1 wi t:1 uutcropping rock types. For instance, :i.n the south .. 
western co~~er of the area there appears to be some correspondence 
wi th (Jutcropp:!.ng Lower Prote1.'czoic metasediments and in the central 
west of the area, with Upper Proterozoic sandstone; however, other 
zones of higher intensity, such as Black Hills, include both types 
of l.·ocks. 

Twenty-one anomalies were recorded. 

9 
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~he G:r.auites. Tile radioa·:.:tivity in th~.9 8.rou is also 1~"')1V 
and fairly uniform. Nine broadly deEned zon:=s of higher average 
radioactivity were recorded. Almost tDl of these includ.e outcrop..] 
of Lower F:r-o-::erozoic metaseJ.,iments. 'llhe geological information gi.\T?''::\ 

no clue to the identification of the radioactive material present. 

Thirty-three rad.iometric anomalies were recorded. 

6. CORCLU8IONS 

The aeromagnedc survey of the Tanami-The Granites region 
has revealed a large number cf anomalous zones, which in gen9ral 
show complex anomaly patterns. Individual anomalies are estima.ted 
to originate at depths ranging from near s'.lrf8.'Je to OYAJ:' 6000 f~. 
Linear anomalies due to shallow bodies with a predominant near
meridional strike are common and some contLne for cct"J.dd":'!:'ab:.b 
distances. 

It has not been possible to establish a syst<>m~tic 
correlation be'(;ween t1.e k:'.1.07m ot;,tcrop geology and the magnetic 
profiles. FrCJrn the ayaila.ble geological inforIrlution, probable 
sources of the magnetic anomalies are basic intrnsives, basic 
volcanic flows or siJ.ls, a.:r..rl the ironsto:ae bodies vihicb. CJccu:t" in the 
Lowe - Proterozoic meta.sediments. The significance of the anomaliec 
in relation to mineral occurrence is not clear. However, an earl:'e~: 
ground magnetic survey in The Grrulites goldfield revealed a zone of 
magnetic c:.nomalies closely associe.ted with the known mine:>:>alisation 
Glnd ~ G it:! r.rob3.ble '~h8:[; a similar essocia-f:;iol1 exists elsewhara in 
the region. 'Ine suggestion tb.a·(; the 'ranami field extends northwarcf) 
to the Black Hills and southwards to the Black Peak area is supported 
by the continuous anomalous zone through the three areas. 

A complete interpretation of the aeromagnetic data would 
:=equire a more-detailed knO'.'lledge of the geology and also a kllowled{;'e 
of the magnetic properties of the rocks from te~ts on representative 
samples. Although the preser!t interpreb.tio:l is tentative, it is 
considered that the data wou.ld be of consi.dera.·c,J.e assistance in 
further investigations of the geology and mine:>:''Ol.1 potential of the 
region. 

The radiometric results showed the radioactivity to be 
generally low over the survey area. Small ch~~ges in the level of 
radioactivity occur in m~~ places bu'~ reveal little ccrrelation vd~h 
the o~tcropping rock typas. A total of 54 radioactive anomalies 

, wa~ recorded. A ground examination would be required to determine 
the cause of these anomalies. 

CROHN, P. W. 1961 Visit to the Granites goldfield. 
October 1960. Bur. Min. Resoux. 
:f\t's~~~.£. 1961/157 (unpub10-
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